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Abstract. There is public and scholarly debate about the effects of personalized recommender systems implemented in online
social networks, online markets, and search engines. Some have warned that personalization algorithms reduce the diversity
of information diets which confirms users’ previously held attitudes and beliefs. This, in turn, fosters the emergence opinion
polarization. Critics of this personalization-polarization hypothesis argue that the effects of personalization on information
diets are too weak to have meaningful effects. Here, we show that contributions to both sides of the debate fail to consider
the complexity that arises when large numbers of interdependent individuals interact and exert influence on one another in
algorithmically governed communication systems. Summarizing insights derived from formal models of social networks, we
demonstrate that opinion dynamics can be critically influenced by mechanisms active on three levels of analysis: the individual,
local, and global level. We show that theoretical and empirical research on these three levels is needed before one can determine
whether personalization actually fosters polarization or not. We describe how the complexity approach can be used to anticipate
and prevent undesired effects of communication technology on public debate and democratic decision-making.

Keywords: Personalization, recommender systems, opinion polarizations, filter bubbles, complexity, opinion dynamics, online
social networks

1. Introduction

Political events such as the Brexit referendum, the election of Donald Trump, and the success of
populist politicians in European and Latin-American democracies have sparked an intensive public and
scholarly discussion about the effects of online communication technology on public debate and collec-
tive decision-making. One of the most prominent warnings is that personalization algorithms installed
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in online social networks, search engines, and online stores contribute to the formation of so-called “fil-
ter bubbles” [107]. These bubbles create echo chambers, isolating users from information that might
challenge their views and exposing them to online content that is in line with their views. Experts,
pundits, and scholars have warned that biased information diets reinforce users’ political opinions and
contribute to opinion polarization, a dynamic where a population falls apart into subgroups with in-
creasingly opposing opinions. Public attention is substantial. Newspapers regularly cover the topic (e.g.
[23,71]; leading politicians echo the warning [105,124]; and various initiatives have been undertaken to
fight filter bubbles and polarization [13].

Here, we summarize the key arguments underlying the hypothesis that personalization algorithms con-
tribute to opinion polarization and reflect on existing empirical research testing this hypothesis. Next,
we identify open empirical questions that need to be answered before one can conclude whether or not
personalization affects polarization. To this end, we collected relevant insights from the literature on
opinion dynamics in social networks, demonstrating that the direction and the strength of the effect of
personalization on polarization may critically depend on aspects that have not been sufficiently stud-
ied by empirical research. Finally, we draw conclusions about future theoretical and empirical research
needed to evaluate the hypothesis that personalization fosters polarization and to design personaliza-
tion technology that prevents undesired effects on opinion dynamics on the Internet. We propose that
empirically calibrated, computational models of opinion dynamics have the potential to advance pub-
lic and political debate about personalization, allowing researchers to rigorously quantify the impact of
this technology on polarization. In addition, computational models can be used to conduct what we call
computational “crash-tests” to anticipate deleterious effects of new communication technology before it
is implemented in online services.

Our analysis is inspired by complexity research [8,86,106], an interdisciplinary field concerned with
systems that consist of multiple micro-entities that do not act in isolation but exert influence on each
other. In online social networks, for instance, millions of individual users interact with a large number
of network contacts, communicating content that can influence each other’s opinions. Social influence
between users can generate chains of reaction such that even rare idiosyncratic events can have profound
impact on the system as a whole, making online social networks an ideal-typical example of complex
systems [83,91,137].

The complexity arising from communication in networks has been on social scientists’ research
agenda since the 1950s and has attracted attention from fields as diverse as physics, computer science,
mathematics, economics, philosophy, sociology, and political science [47,49,93]. In this literature, for-
mal models of social influence in networks were developed where network nodes exert social influence
on the opinions of their network contacts. These models allow one to understand the rich and intricate
collective dynamics that arise from social influence and to identify the conditions under which repeated
social influence fosters the formation of opinion consensus, the fragmentation of the network into mul-
tiple clusters with competing opinions, or even opinion polarization. This literature reveals aspects of
communication in networks that according to formal models have critical impact on whether personal-
ization affects opinion polarization but that have not been considered in the debate so far.

Social-influence models differ in important ways from models of diffusion in networks, a class of
models that has been used to model, for instance the spreading of rumors and (mis)information in online
social networks [102,139]. In both model classes, populations are represented as a set of nodes inte-
grated in a network of social relationships. These connections allow nodes to pass information around
or to exert influence on each other. In diffusion models, it is assumed that nodes receive content from
their neighbors and subsequently share it with their network neighbors. Models of social influence, in
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contrast, often do not attempt to model this spreading of information explicitly, but focus on opinion
values to describe nodes. When two connected nodes interact, they exert social influence on each other,
influencing the opinion value of their network neighbor. The central difference between the two classes
of models is that diffusion models assume that for instance a piece of fake news can be passed on from
one node to another. However, a node that, for instance, has never been exposed to the piece cannot pass
its unawareness on to its network neighbors. In social-influence models, in contrast, influence can be
bi-directional in that nodes can push and pull each other’s opinions in all possible directions indepen-
dent of their current state. We focus here on social-influence models rather than diffusion models, as
social-influence models have a direct representation of opinions and can, therefore, be used to study the
conditions of opinion polarization.

In a nutshell, we demonstrate that models’ predictions about the effects of personalization on polariza-
tion hinge on assumptions about (i) individual behavior, (ii) individuals’ local information environment
and local communication structure, and (iii) global characteristics of the whole communication network.
We conclude that these aspects need to be studied both theoretically and empirically before one should
draw conclusions about the effects of personalization and we criticize that prominent contributions to
the debate have so far failed to do so. While we echo the warning that personalization might have serious
effects on societal processes, we demonstrate that experts, politicians, and scientists leap to conclusions
when they propose that personalization is responsible for increased polarization. Unlike other recent
contributions to the debate [4,17,146], however, we do not conclude that personalization is an innocent
technology, but point to gaps in the empirical literature that need to be filled before one can draw con-
clusions. Accordingly, we call for more research on communication in online environments, pointing
to the potential of approaches that combine rigorous theoretical modeling with the emerging fields of
data science and computational social science. While these fields provide innovative sources of data and
powerful methods of data analysis, we argue that their potential may not be exploited if it is not com-
bined with rigorous theoretical modeling of the complex dynamics emerging in online communication
systems, an approach that is increasingly popular [34,133]. We also discuss how carefully calibrated for-
mal models can inform the development of personalization technology that prevents undesired effects
on opinion dynamics on the web. The remainder is organized as follows. In the following section, we
summarize the central theoretical, empirical, and political arguments underlying the scholarly and pub-
lic debate about the effects of personalization on polarization. Next, we identify gaps in these debates,
reporting largely overlooked findings from the literature on social influence in networks. In the conclud-
ing section, we sketch an agenda for future research and the design of personalization technology that
prevents opinion polarization.

2. The debate about the personalization-polarization hypothesis

Personalization is ubiquitous on the web. Providers of web services seek to tailor their products to
the needs and interests of individual users. Search engines, for instance, rank the results of users’ search
queries according to the interests of the individual user. When the authors of the present article google the
term ‘polarization’, for example, websites discussing political polarization should be ranked higher than
websites of manufacturers selling ‘polarized’ sunglasses, even though both sets of websites contain the
search term. Likewise, online markets recommend products based on the purchases of other customers
who bought similar products in the past and online social networks sort incoming messages accord-
ing to the similarity between the user and the source of the message. Personalization has tremendously
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improved online companies’ services, making it easier for users to navigate the immense and rapidly
growing amount of online content. Personalization has also turned into a multibillion-dollar business
area, increasing engagement on online platforms using this technology, and allowing advertisers to di-
rectly target potential customers. Personalization algorithms have been developed for various online
services including online social networks, search engines, and online markets [11,19,32,69,80,108,121].
What is more, for each of these services there is a vast number of different technical approaches to per-
sonalization. What these approaches share, however, is that they seek to infer individual users’ interests
from information they provided, from their earlier behavior, and from the behavior of other individuals
who share relevant attributes with the respective user. For instance, if a YouTube user regularly watches
a certain car show on the platform, its algorithms will recommend other car-related content and content
that other users who watched the same car show have selected in the past. As a consequence, users are
exposed to content that is in one way or the other similar to the content they chose to consume earlier.
This tendency to provide users to similar content and to limit their exposure to content that deviates
from users’ interests and opinions is central to the debate about undesired social effects of the technol-
ogy. Accordingly, we also focus on this central aspect, abstracting from the large variety of technical
implementations of personalization.

Despite the immense social and economic advances generated by personalization technology, there
is growing concern about unintended negative consequences. For many users, the web is an important
source for information on political, social, and cultural topics [123]. Criticizing personalization in this
context, observers of the web warned that users are less exposed to content that challenges their own
political opinions. Being insulated from competing views, you get “stuck in a static, ever-narrowing
version of yourself – an endless you-loop” [107]. Users of online social networks complained that their
online communities have turned into cocoons consisting exclusively of likeminded friends, which makes
online communication increasingly boring [107]. In other words, personalization intensifies what soci-
ologists labeled “homophily”, the notion that individuals tend to interact with likeminded individuals
[73,95,141].

Homophily is a strong force in human interaction, also in the absence of personalization [36,79,127,
146]. There is a rich empirical literature documenting that humans tend to interact with others who hold
similar demographic attributes, have similar social status, and hold similar opinions [20,94,95].1 In ad-
dition, it has been proposed that the Internet makes it especially easy to find and contact to like-minded
individuals, which allows in particular users with extreme opinions to form online enclaves that would be
very difficult to establish and maintain offline [119]. Sunstein argued that this high degree of homophily
is potentially harmful, as it intensifies processes of opinion polarization, the development of antagonis-
tic groups, where opinion differences between groups intensify and positions between the two extremes
of an opinion spectrum are increasingly sparsely occupied [129]. Informed by social-psychological re-
search [100,136], he argued that strong homophily intensifies users’ opinions, as they are mainly exposed
to online content containing persuasive information that reinforces their initial opinions. As opinions of
users from the left end of the political spectrum grow more leftist and users identifying with rightist

1The origins of individuals’ homophilic tendencies in social relationships are much debated. Generally, the motivations for
associating with like-minded others fall into one of two classes: opportunity and preference [73,95,141]. The first class refers
to all similarity between connected individuals that is a result from their proximity in geography, (shared) family relationships,
societal or organizational positions, and isomorphisms caused by the intersections of structures. All such opportunities for
interactions increase the likelihood that individuals meet and connect. The second class refers to individual preferences to
create ties with similar and dissolve ties with dissimilar individuals.
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political views also grow more extreme, opinion differences between the political camps increase and
the opinion distribution polarizes.

Scholars and experts have noted that personalization technology is yet another source of homophily, a
hypothesis that also found empirical support in research on Facebook [6]. Accordingly, personalization
algorithms might have further intensified opinion polarization and may even be responsible for the grow-
ing opinion polarization observed in many western countries [31,88]. Here, we refer to this conjecture
as the “personalization-polarization hypothesis”.

The warning that personalization fosters polarization needs to be taken seriously, as opinion polariza-
tion has been argued to endanger societal cohesion [18,35,38,38,39,42,100] or cause cultural conflicts
[61,62]. Opinion polarization might also pose challenges for political decision making in general [16]
as it impedes political consensus formation also on otherwise non-controversial issues [61,62].

Political decision makers have echoed these warnings. Very prominently, Barack Obama warned in
his farewell address that “for too many of us, it’s become safer to retreat into our own bubbles, whether
in our neighborhoods or on college campuses, or places of worship, or especially our social media
feeds, surrounded by people who look like us and share the same political outlook and never challenge
our assumptions. [..] And increasingly, we become so secure in our bubbles that we start accepting only
information, whether it is true or not, that fits our opinions, instead of basing our opinions on the evidence
that is out there.” [105] Frank-Walter Steinmeier, Germany’s president, took this argument even further,
linking personalization with adverse societal outcomes. In his 2018 Christmas message, he argued that
“more and more people are sticking with their own kind, living in self-made bubbles where everyone
always agrees one hundred percent [..]. What happens when societies drift apart, and when one side can
barely talk to the other without it turning into an all-out argument, is all too evident in the world around
us. We have seen burning barricades in Paris, deep political rifts in the United States and anxiety in the
United Kingdom ahead of Brexit. Europe is being put to the test in Hungary, Italy and other places”
[124].

What is more, there are already initiatives to break filter bubbles. Software developers, for instance,
proposed novel personalization algorithms ranking higher content that challenges the opinions of the
user [80,126,143]. Bozdag and Van den Hoven [13] distinguish two types technological solutions: those
that make the user aware of their own bias, and those that show the users the opinion diversity for a given
topic. The first type includes online tools that help users quantify and visualize the degree to which their
news consumption is biased. Awareness of the composition of their information diet should then make
users more open to other views. The second type is supposed to make users aware of the existing opinion
diversity not visible from the limited perspective from inside their bubble. Some of these tools use ques-
tionnaires to plot opinion distributions or allow users to list and share pro and con arguments they con-
sider relevant for given issues, others alert users when they visit a website that has been disputed on the
web. There have also been non-technical initiatives to break filter bubbles by fostering offline discussion
between individuals with opposing views. In multiple national and international events, mycountrytalks.
org motivated thousands of participants to first indicate their political opinions in online surveys to be
then electronically matched for face-to-face discussion with users holding maximally opposite opinions.

While the public debate about the link between personalization and polarization is mainly based on
anecdotal evidence, outcomes of scientific research also echoed the warnings. First, modelers of social-
influence processes in networks have developed formal models mimicking communication on the web,
showing that the theoretical reasoning underlying the personalization-polarization hypothesis is logi-
cally valid [31,87,88]. These models assume that individuals adjust their political opinions as a result
of communication with network contacts. When two agents hold similar opinions, their opinions are

http://mycountrytalks.org
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reinforced because they provide each other with new persuasive arguments supporting their views. In
line with the informal reasoning underlying the personalization-polarization hypothesis, these models
show that opinion polarization is more likely to emerge when agents are mainly communicating with
likeminded individuals. Recent modeling work based on alternative assumptions about communication
found similar dynamics [50,122].

Second, researchers have collected ample empirical evidence for the central assumptions underlying
the formal models. There is a rich empirical literature documenting that humans have a strong tendency
to interact with similar others [20,95] and to selectively consume media that supports their own political
views [64,99,127]. In search of evidence for the existence of echo chambers on the web, these tendencies
have been observed in online settings too [2,6,65,104,111,118,135]. Online social networking platforms
further promote homophilic interactions through personalization algorithms [6]. There is also ample
empirical evidence for the second critical model assumption: opinion reinforcement by communication
with likeminded individuals [63,88,100,130,136]. Recently, empirical research in online contexts also
supported this assumption [55].

There is, however, also considerable skepticism about the personalization-polarization hypothesis. In
an interview with the New York Times, Mark Zuckerberg, the CEO of Facebook, responded that it
is a “good-sounding theory, and I get why people repeat it, but it’s not true” [84]. More importantly,
however, there is also empirical evidence that challenges the personalization-polarization hypothesis.
For instance, analyzing users’ browser histories, researchers found that a large part of online news is still
being consumed on news websites that do not filter content on the personal level, which should temper
the effects of personalization of other web services [48,98]. Some scholars even argue that “social media
usage [. . . ] reduces political polarization” [9]. Barberá’s analyses, for instance, suggest that most Twitter
users are still exposed to diverse content and that exposure to diverse content fosters moderate rather
than polarized opinions. Similar observations led Axel Bruns to conclude that even if personalization
did foster the creation of filter bubbles, “the disconnect [..] is too mild to create any deleterious effect”
[17]. While these empirical observations cast doubt on the personalization-polarization hypothesis, the
conclusion that personalization has no effect is too strong. Not observing clear echo chambers on one
personalized network or on one political issue does not imply that personalization is unproblematic.
Polarization can still generate echo chambers and polarization in other contexts or on longer time frames
[26,75].

However, also research on social-influence processes on the web challenges the personalization-
polarization hypothesis. A large-scale field experiment found that exposure to content from the opposite
political spectrum did reduce participants’ negative feelings towards the other political camp but failed
to affect their actual political opinions [76]. Another study with a similar design even documented that
participants who were exposed to online content that strongly deviated from their own views grew more
extreme, an opinion adjustment that is called negative influence [4,5]. Since filter bubbles shield indi-
viduals from online content that causes negative influence, researchers concluded that personalization
algorithms may actually prevent opinion polarization [4,76]. In a third large field experiment where
Facebook users were paid to deactivate their accounts for about one month prior to the 2018 mid-term
elections in the US, it was found that political opinions of participants who deactivated their accounts
deviated more from the average opinions of users with the same political party identification [3]. While
this supports the hypothesis that Facebook use affects political opinions and that opinions within po-
litical camps grow more homogenous as a result, the study did not find that Facebook use leads to
significantly more extreme views, as the personalization-polarization hypothesis would imply. In fact,
participants with deactivated accounts did not develop less extreme opinions about President Trump or
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their preferred Congress candidate in their district than study participants who did not deactivate their
account.

What is more, empirical research on the collective level has not yet painted a clear picture. On the
one hand, research has documented that opinion distributions have polarized in many western countries
since the web has become a dominating communication platform [1,12,35,39]. On the other hand, it is
debated whether increased web use is actually responsible for rising polarization. One could argue that
the more time users spend on the web the easier it is for them to escape their filter bubbles. A Facebook
user, for instance, who does not only read the top-ranked messages of their news feed will also consume
online content challenging her views. In fact, a prominent study found that opinions amongst young
people – the demographic subgroup that spends most time on the web and in social networks – are the
least polarized of all age cohorts [12].

In sum, the personalization-polarization hypothesis has received a lot of attention but research has
so far not been able to provide conclusive evidence supporting or falsifying it. “So far, the literature is
inconclusive on this issue, providing arguments and evidence supporting both sides of the debate”[144].
In the following section, we reflect on reasons why studying this hypothesis is challenging, pointing
to aspects of online communication that are highly complex but hardly understood. Subsequently, we
sketch a research agenda combining formal theoretical and empirical research.

3. The complexity perspective on the personalization-polarization hypothesis

Answering the question whether personalization technology fosters polarization is an ideal-typical
research problem requiring a complexity perspective, as it is concerned with the two defining ingredi-
ents of complexity. First, a complex system consists by definition of multiple levels of analysis [8,86].
In the case of the personalization-polarization hypothesis, there is the level of the individual user who
consumes, shares, adjusts, and generates content; and there is the collective level, the web. Both person-
alization and polarization are collective phenomena. For instance, an individual user cannot be polarized,
but the distribution of users’ opinions can be. The second defining ingredient of a complex system are
interdependencies between the entities on the microlevel. On the web, users do not act in isolation but
they share information, respond to each other, and exert influence on each other’s opinions. In fact,
the core argument underlying the personalization-polarization hypothesis proposes that personalization
manipulates who is interacting with whom, changing the structure of interdependencies between users.
This suggests that the analytical tools developed by complexity researchers have the potential to generate
critical insight into personalization effects.

Research in various fields has demonstrated that complex systems can generate so-called “emergent”
phenomena, collective patterns that are a consequence of the behavior of the individual-level entities
but that are incongruent with the motives of these individual-level actors [8,21,86,106]. In the social
sciences, for instance, Schelling and Sakoda demonstrated that cities can segregate into black and white
districts even when all inhabitants are tolerant [58,114,117]. In their models, agents accept to live in
neighborhoods where their own ethnic group is in the minority. They leave their homes only when, for
example, more than seventy percent of their neighbors belong to the other ethnic group. Cities segregate,
despite this high degree of tolerance, because agents do not act in isolation. Whenever an agent moves,
it affects its old and new neighborhood, making its own group less represented in its old and more
represented in its new neighborhood. These changes in the composition of the neighborhoods might
convince its old and new neighbors who used to be satisfied with their neighborhood’s composition
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to also move away. Thus, every moving has the potential to spark chains of reaction that intensify the
ethnic homogeneity of neighborhoods and foster differences between neighborhoods to a degree that is
not intended by the individuals that give rise to this pattern.

Also opinion polarization can be an emergent phenomenon, according to theories underlying the
personalization-polarization hypothesis [31,88]. These theories do not assume that web users intend
to live in a polarized world or that personalization increases their motivation to intensify opinion dif-
ferences to other users. In contrast, these models assume that users seek to be positively influenced by
their communication partners. However, personalization algorithms increase the degree to which they
are communicating with likeminded individuals who likely expose them to information that reinforces
their opinions. Thus, polarization is an unintended consequence of communication in a personalized
world.

While complexity science appears to contribute a critical perspective on the personalization-
polarization hypothesis, the public and scholarly debate about personalization largely ignores the com-
plexity of online communication. We argue here that two typical characteristics of complex systems
are largely overlooked. First, a typical characteristic of many complex systems is that even small and
seemingly innocent aspects of a system can have immense impact on system behavior. In fact, theo-
retical as well as empirical research demonstrates that complex social systems can be in a state where
even rare and random events can alter collective outcomes [83,91]. The segregation models by Schelling
and Sakoda, for instance, generate higher segregation when small amounts of randomness are added to
the behavior of the agents. That is, it is added that also agents who are satisfied with their neighbor-
hood may move and that the agents who are dissatisfied happen to refrain from moving. It turns out
that this randomness increases segregation, because every random moving by an agent has the potential
to motivate further moving decisions by its old and new neighbors, potentially sparking a new cascade
of segregation-increasing moving sequences [134]. In the remainder of this section, we will reflect on
insights from complexity research on opinion dynamics that illustrate that seemingly small differences
in models’ assumptions about individual, local and global aspects of communication can have important
implications for the effects of personalization technology on opinion polarization. Accordingly, we crit-
icize contributions to the debate on the personalization-polarization hypothesis that draw conclusions
without a careful consideration of the complexity arising from communication in networks.

A second typical characteristic of complex systems is that dynamics can be highly nonlinear. A typical
example of a nonlinear dynamic on the web is the phenomenon that sometimes information goes viral
[25,140]. In such an event, content is suddenly shared by a huge number of users and diffuses through
the network at exponential rates, creating bursts of attention that are notoriously hard to predict [51].
There is also a debate about the linearity of the effect of personalization. In their study of Facebook
users, Bakshy et al. [6] found that the homophily generated by Facebook’s personalization algorithms
is considerably smaller than the homophily resulting from users’ own tendency to select content that
supports their political orientation. This may suggest that personalization is an innocent technology, but
in a complex system this may not be true [75,87]. Increasing the temperature of water by one degree, for
instance, usually does not have meaningful consequences, but it can trigger of a transition from liquid to
gas when the temperature increases from 99 to 100 degrees Celsius. Likewise, it has been demonstrated
that homophily has a nonlinear effect on systems tendencies towards polarization [87]. A slight increase
in the already high degree of homophily on the web may be enough to tip the system over, and cause
polarization. This is because algorithmically increasing homophily has an effect on many users. What
is more, even when only a few users were directly affected by personalization algorithms, the changes
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Table 1

Levels of analysis on the personalization-polarization hypothesis

Level of analysis Definition Important open questions
Individual The individual level relates to aspects of

communication that affect processes
internal to the sender and receiver of
content.

- Who expresses their views online and do individuals
express their opinions online in the same way as in
offline interaction?

- What is being communicated online and do individ-
uals communicate different content online than of-
fline?

- Is content communicated differently in an online than
in an offline setting?

- How do individuals adjust their opinions after com-
munication online and are opinions changed in the
same way as after offline communication?

Local The local level relates to aspects of
communication that affect who is when
encountering content emitted by whom.

- To which degree is polarization intensified when
there is one-to-many communication rather than one-
to-one communication?

- To which degree is polarization decreasing when for-
warding content allows individual to exert direct in-
fluence on users they are not directly connected to?

Global The global level relates to the structural
characteristics of the communication
network that affect individuals’
information diet

- How does personalization change the structure of the
communication network?

- How do these changes affect the diffusion of online
content in the network?

in the information diets of these users will indirectly affect the information diets of their friends and the
friends of their friends.

In the following subsections, we review central insights from complexity research on opinion dynam-
ics in networks and conclude that the existing research on the personalization-polarization hypothesis is
not sufficient. In particular, we show that the complexity of opinion dynamics can arise on three levels of
analysis: the individual, the local, and the global level. We show that empirical and theoretical research
on these levels is needed to test the personalization-polarization hypothesis. Table 1 summarizes the
three levels of analysis.

3.1. The individual level

The level of analysis that has certainly received most attention in the literature is the individual level.
It is concerned with all processes that act within the sender and the receiver of communication in online
social-networks. That is, it is focused on who is emitting what content, to whom, and when. In addition,
it matters who is exposing themselves when to online content and how this content affects the opinions
of the target of communication.

Models of opinion dynamics demonstrate that alternative assumptions about how users update their
opinions can lead to markedly different conclusions about whether web personalization increases or
decreases polarization [87,88]. In particular, reinforcement models [7,31,88] and rejection models [45,
82,85,116] imply competing predictions about the conditions under which polarization emerges.

The central assumption of reinforcement models is that individuals with opinions leaning towards one
of the poles of the opinion scale will develop more extreme views after communication with a likeminded
individual [7,31,88]. One theory supporting this assumption is Persuasive-Argument Theory [88,100,
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136], a psychological theory assuming that humans communicate arguments underlying their opinions.
Individuals may hold a nuanced opinion themselves, but still convey arguments that support or oppose
an issue. During communication with likeminded individuals, users of online social networks will be
mainly exposed to arguments in line with their own opinions. This, it is argued, reinforces their views
and, thus, leads to more extreme opinions. Communication with users holding opposing opinions, in
contrast, leads to opinion shifts in the opposite directions, as users are exposed to arguments challenging
their opinions. The reinforcement of opinions also follows from biased-assimilation theory [31] and
reinforcement-learning theory [7].

Reinforcement of opinions is a central assumption underlying the personalization-polarization hy-
pothesis [31,87]. As personalization of online services increases the exposure to likeminded users and
content that is in line with one’s own views Internet users with opinions leaning towards the left end of
the opinion spectrum develop more leftist opinions and users with rightist opinions shift further towards
the right. On the global level, this aggregates to increasing levels of opinion polarization, in line with the
personalization-polarization hypothesis.

Rejection models, on the other hand, make alternative assumptions and imply markedly different
macro-predictions [82,85,116]. Similar to the reinforcement models, rejection models also assume that
individuals generally tend to grow more similar to likeminded individuals, an assumption that is usually
implemented as averaging [49]. These models typically assume that users convey their position on an
opinion continuum rather than communicating arguments as assumed by reinforcement models. Fur-
thermore, it is added that individuals tend to dislike communication partners holding very distant views.
Seeking to increase dissimilarity to persons they dislike, individuals adjust their opinions away from
their communication partner, an opinion shift that is labeled “rejection” [41,131].

Rejection models contradict the personalization-polarization hypothesis [87]. As personalization leads
to fewer encounters between users who hold opposing views, rejection is an increasingly unlikely event.
Over time, users who hold the most extreme opinions engage in interactions with communication part-
ners who are similar, but a bit less extreme, little by little pulling even the most extreme agents towards
consensus. Rejection models thus predict that an increase in web personalization will decrease opinion
diversity over time.

Figure 1 illustrates the contradicting predictions of reinforcement and rejection models, showing the
distribution of opinions over time in two scenarios; with and without personalization. The figures in
the top row show typical simulation runs with a reinforcement model and were generated with a model
assuming persuasive-argument communication [88]. In the bottom row of the figure, we show two typical
runs with a rejection model [45].

In a nutshell, depending on whether one assumes rejection models or reinforcement models, one will
come to the conclusion that personalization either decreases or increases polarization. Empirical re-
search on social influence, however, is inconclusive in that it does not inform about which of the two
models or which combination of the two models is empirically more accurate. On the one hand, social-
psychological research suggests that online communication should reduce rejection between members of
different demographic subgroups or different political camps. As group memberships are not observed in
many forms of online communication, group boundaries that might cause rejection effects in offline set-
tings could turn irrelevant online [112]. On the other hand, there is also research pointing in the opposite
direction. In qualitative studies, it has been observed that online communication is often “unregulated
by social context cues” [96]. In e-mails, users therefore use various tactics to allow receivers to better
understand the meaning of their messages. Online social networks, however, restrict communication to
relatively short messages, which makes communicating meaning and nuance more complicated. This,
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Fig. 1. Predictions of reinforcement and rejection models.

it has been observed, can cause confusion and rejection when receivers misinterpret messages [78,96].
Also experimental research on online social networks provided competing evidence for rejection [5,55].
Research on the persuasive-argument communication did provide ample of empirical support for rein-
forcement models, but this research has been conducted in offline settings [100,136]. In sum, it remains
an open empirical question whether users of online social networks emit and receive persuasive argu-
ments as described by reinforcement models, in particular because communication in these settings is
often restricted to very short messages.

In addition to individual responses to political messaging, personalized online environments may also
affect senders’ communication decisions. Recently, researchers reported that the personalized design
of online platforms contributes to political outrage, rather than actual opinion shifts within individuals
[14]. Predominantly communicating with likeminded contacts, users may experience outrage when con-
tent challenging their views enters their filter bubble [78]. Furthermore, users may misrepresent their
opinions to obtain credibility among likeminded others, communicating more extreme views than they
actually hold [30,66]. Since, in addition, extreme, moral, and emotional content tends to spread more
easily on online social media [15] and since computer mediated communication decreases empathy on
the sender’s side [30], political debate within filter bubbles can grow more heated than users’ actual
opinions would suggest.

In sum, alternative theories of the individual-level processes in communication network make op-
posing predictions about whether the personalization-polarization hypothesis is true or false. In reality,
online communication may be best described by a hybrid of assumptions from rejection and reinforce-
ment models, but without empirical information about which theory is true under what conditions, there
are too many possible ways to combine assumptions of the competing theories into a single model.
Furthermore, there are additonal individual-level factors that may have critical effects on whether polar-
ization emerges or not. For instance, the described models abstract from possible heterogeneity between
individuals. Some individuals may be more open to influence from online contacts than others, and some
may exert stronger influence than others. To our knowledge, such heterogeneity has not been studied in
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the context of the two models, but for alternative opinion-dynamics models researchers documented
critical effects [24,68,77].

In conclusion, without reliable empirical information about how individual users exert influence on
each other’s opinions in online contexts in conjunction with a rigorous theoretical analysis of the macro-
level consequences of these micro-processes, it seems hardly possible to derive reliable predictions about
the consequences of web personalization.

3.2. The local level

The local level of observation covers all mechanisms that govern the sharing of information in in-
dividuals’ direct network neighborhoods. In the context of online social networks, this refers mainly
to the technical implementation of communication and personalization. Unlike individual-level factors,
local-level aspects are external to the individual sender or receiver. That is, these technical aspects do not
affect how senders of communication emit online content and how receivers respond to communication.
Local-level aspects change who is when encountering online content emitted by another user. It turns
out that even seemingly small technical aspects can have strong effects on collective opinion dynamics
and can change the effects of personalization technology.

The difference between one-to-one and one-to-many communication illustrates how local-level factors
might interfere with the effects of personalization technology on polarization dynamics. On many online
social media platforms users emit messages to all of their friends or followers at the same time. This
so-called one-to-many communication differs from the one-to-one communication implemented in most
opinion-dynamics models developed for offline contexts [43,67]. Intuitively, the difference between one-
to-one and one-to-many communication may seem to be trivial, as a one-to-many communication-event
is the same as a sequence of one-to-one communication events. Yet, modeling work with Axelrod’s
seminal model of cultural dissemination demonstrated that one-to-many communication fosters opinion
fragmentation and social isolation in opinion systems [67]. This demonstrates that a simple change on
the system’s local-level can have serious effects on the whole system, without making more additional
assumptions.

Figure 2 illustrates why one-to-many communication fosters the emergence of distinct network clus-
ters with fragmented opinions according to Axelrod’s model. Assume that there are four users who
follow each other on Twitter. Each user has a stance on three issues illustrated by their color (black or
white), shape (circle or box), and letter (A or B). In Panel a of Fig. 2, the number of lines connecting two
users corresponds to the number of issues where users agree at the outset of the communication process.
In a personalized system, this overlap will affect how likely an emitted piece of information will be
consumed by the other user. The two users on the left, for instance, have zero opinion overlap and are,
therefore, not exposed to each other’s tweets. Axelrod’s model takes this homophily into account, as it

Fig. 2. Illustration of the intuition that one-to-many communication fosters isolation [67].
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includes the assumption that the probability that an agent adopts a trait communicated by another agent
is equal to the opinion overlap between the two agents.

Next, assume that the top-left user communicates her shape. Under the one-to-one communication
regime, this trait may, for instance, be received by the top-right user, who adopts it and grows more
similar to the sender as Panel b1 of the figure illustrates. This instance of communication also changed
the overlap between the receiver of the communication and the two remaining users, as a side effect.
Nevertheless, the network remains connected and further communication between the two users on the
right or the two users on the bottom can increase similarity between these users again.

Panel b2 shows what happens under one-to-many communication when the top-left user emits her
shape trait to all of her followers and all followers with a non-zero overlap adopt this shape. As the
bottom-left user does not share a trait with the sender, the personalization algorithm will not expose the
bottom-left user to the message. This form of communication has two effects, as Panel b2 shows. First,
a homogenous cluster formed because the communication did not only increase overlap between sender
and each receiver. In addition, the overlap between the two receivers increased. Second, the bottom-left
user ended up isolated, as they no longer shares any trait with the three others. Communicating her
shape, the sender did not only increase the overlap between themselves and the two users on the right.
In addition, the sender pulled these two users away from the bottom-left user. As a consequence, they
will not interact with the isolated agent anymore.

The case shown in Fig. 2 is the simplest scenario where the difference between one-to-one and one-
to-many communication can be illustrated. Modeling work, however, demonstrated robust differences
between one-to-one and one-to-many communication also in much bigger networks, in particular in
networks characterized by high transitivity and when actors have many network ties [67]. One-to-many
communication increases the chances that individual agents are isolated and that multiple internally
homogenous but mutually distinct subgroups form.

The increased tendency to generate opposing clusters under the one-to-many regime is relevant for
the personalization-polarization debate, because the difference between the two communication regimes
is greater when homophily is increased. To demonstrate this, we conducted a simulation experiment
with Axelrod’s model of cultural dissemination, extending the analyses of [67]. In this model, all agents
are characterized by a vector of F nominal features (beliefs, tastes or opinions) with Q traits. Agents
adopt nodes in a network, being linked to other agents who they can influence and who can influence
them. A sequence of discrete events is then initiated in which an agent is picked at random to be the
sender of a message, and a randomly picked feature of this agent is shared with (one of) its neighbors.
The receiver(s) of the message then decides whether to adopt or reject the trait, depending on the total
number of traits that the sender and receiver have in common. This process of selection and influence is
then repeated until all connected agents have either perfectly similar or dissimilar feature vectors.

We implemented one-to-one and one-to-many communication in Axelrod’s model and varied the in-
tensity of homophily in an experiment. Homophily was implemented with Eq. (1), which controls the
probability Pij that an agent i adopts the trait that one of its contacts j emitted. Variable overlapij de-
scribes the degree to which the two agents agree and is measured as the share of traits that the two agents
share. When the homophily parameter h is set to a value of 1, then Eq. (1) implements exactly the model
proposed by Axelrod where the probability that an agent adopts a communicated trait is equal to the
overlap between the sender and the receiver of the trait. Furthermore, Eq. (1) does not affect the equi-
libria of Axelrod’s model, since an overlap of zero always implies a zero probability that the receiving
agent adopts the communicated trait. This holds for all values of parameter h. The function also implies
that a perfect overlap translates into an adoption probability of one, but this event is actually ineffective,
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Fig. 3. Average disagreement when increasing homophily in the Axelrod model under two different communication regimes
(averaged over 200 replications per homophily condition and regime).

as the two agents already share all traits. When h adopts a value close to zero the probability that the
receiving agent adopts the communicated trait is close to 50% for all values other than zero and one,
implying that similarity has only a very small impact on the probability that the receiving agent will
adopt the trait. This implements that personalization is very weak. When h, in contrast, adopts values
above one, then Eq. (1) turns into an S-shaped function, where overlaps below 0.5 translate into a low
probability of trait adoption and overlaps above 0.5 most likely lead to adoption. This represents strong
personalization.

Pij =
{

( 1
2)

1−hoverlaph
ij , if overlaph

ij � 0.5

1 − ( 1
2)

1−h(1 − overlapij )
h, if overlaph

ij > 0.5
(1)

To explore the relationship between personalization and average disagreement, we conducted a sim-
ulation experiment. We studied seven different values of personalization strength h and conducted 200
independent simulation runs per condition with one-to-one and with one-to-many communication. In
all runs, we assumed a population of 100 agents interacting on a wrapped lattice network with Moore
neighborhoods, which is a setup that is similar to the one studied by Axelrod. Every agent could ex-
ert social influence on their eight closest neighbors. We assumed that agents hold five cultural features
(F = 5) that each contain one of 15 traits (Q = 15).

Figure 3 visualizes the findings from our simulation experiment, reporting how personalization affects
the formation of fragmented subgroups in the simulated populations. To this end, we measured the
average amount of disagreement between all pairs of connected agents in the network when the dynamics
had reached a state of equilibrium. This macro-outcome measure adopts its minimal value of zero when
all agents coordinated on the same set of traits. The maximal value of one represents the extremely
unlikely event that every agent disagrees on all F dimensions with their eight network neighbors. Higher
values, thus, indicate that the network consists of multiple subgroups with zero opinion overlap.

Figure 3 shows two central effects. First, it replicates the main findings from [67]: One-to-many com-
munication generates stronger separation into subgroups than one-to-one communication. Second, the
difference between the two regimes is particularly big when personalization is strong. Only when per-
sonalization is very strong, the difference between the regimes starts to level off again because of a
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ceiling effect. Here, the number of distinct clusters can hardly rise more and as a consequence, the dif-
ference between the two regimes declines. In the absence of the ceiling effect, the figure shows that the
difference between the two communication regimes is bigger when personalization is stronger.

Personalization affects the observed difference in average disagreement within the two communica-
tion regimes for the following reason. One-to-many communication intensifies the emergence of differ-
ent clusters, because an agent communicating a trait to multiple network neighbors pulls these neighbors
away from other agents who are connected to them. Due to the homophily principle, the influence that
these other agents can exert on their joint neighbors will decrease, which in turn increases the chances
that differences grow even bigger in subsequent events. Under the one-to-one regime, in contrast, an
agent can only pull one neighbor into its direction at a time. As a consequence, it is likely that the neigh-
bor is subsequently influenced by another neighbor and, therefore, switches back to the traits adopted by
the other agent. With one-to-many communication, such events are less likely, because the communicat-
ing agent influences all its neighbors at the same moment and, thus, pulls them all away from the other
agent. Homophily is a central mechanism in this dynamic, as it is homophily that makes agents refuse
influence from the agent they have been pulled away from. As a consequence, increased homophily
makes the emergence of distinct clusters more likely.

In sum, the one-to-many communication effect illustrates that local-level aspects can impact opinion
dynamics in social networks. It also shows that the effect of personalization technology on opinion polar-
ization can depend on local-level aspects. We conclude that a thorough analysis of the personalization-
polarization hypothesis needs to consider relevant local-level aspects. Unfortunately, researchers are
only starting to explore local-level aspects, which suggests that it is too early to draw conclusions about
the truth of the personalization-polarization hypothesis.

3.3. The global level

The global level refers to all structural elements of the communication network as a whole. For ex-
ample, one characteristic of a network’s structure that has been shown to have strong effects on opinion
dynamics is network clustering, the degree to which connected nodes in a graph share other connections
forming densely connected groups [22,40,43,109]. For illustration, Fig. 4 shows two networks with 120
nodes and different degrees of clustering [138]. To generate them, we arranged nodes in a circle and
created undirected links between each agent and their five nearest neighbors to the right and the five
nearest neighbors to the left. The resulting network has 600 edges and is shown in Panel a of Fig. 4 . It is
characterized by very high clustering because this method of generating a network ensures a high num-
ber of triads, sets of three connected nodes. The transitivity coefficient – the number of realized triads
over all possible triads – in this network amounts to .67. In contrast, the network shown in Panel b of
Fig. 4 has a much lower degree of clustering. To generate it, we departed from the same circle network,
but randomly rewired 35% of the links [92]. As a consequence, the number of links in the network and
the number of links each agent has remained unaffected, but the transitivity coefficient dropped to .22.

In order to illustrate that network clustering affects opinion dynamics, we studied the dynamics gen-
erated by one of the most prominent social-influence models, the bounded-confidence model [33,56].
We chose this model, as it already has been used to derive hypotheses about the effects of personaliza-
tion on opinion dynamics [50,122]. However, unlike earlier implementations of the bounded-confidence
model, we assumed one-to-many communication, because this communication regime better mimics
communication in online social networks [67].

To implement the bounded-confidence model, we assigned to every agent a random initial opinion
drawn from a uniform distribution ranging from zero to one. Dynamics were then broken down into a
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sequence of discrete events. At every event, a randomly picked agent exerted influence on each of its
network neighbors. That is, the program selected always one agent i who then communicated its opinion
to all of its network neighbors j . When the opinion difference between the source of communication and
the respective target was smaller than the so-called “bounded-confidence threshold” ε, then the opinion
of the target agent was updated according to Eq. (2). Parameter μ represents how open agents are to
social influence and was set to a value of .5.

oj,t = oj,t + μ(oi,t − oj,t ) (2)

This model assumes that agents can exert only positive influence on each other, which is implemented
as opinion averaging [47,49]. However, two agents can only exert influence on each other when two con-
ditions are met. First, the two agents need to be directly connected by a network link. Second, agents’
opinions must be sufficiently similar, a simple representation of personalization [50,122]. Small values of
the bounded-confidence threshold ε imply that agents are only influenced by very similar network con-
tacts, which represents that the influence from network neighbors with dissimilar views is suppressed
by a personalization algorithm. Higher values represent that agents are also exposed to influence by
neighbors who hold relatively different opinions. This represents that personalization algorithms have
a weaker effect. We ran all simulations until a state of equilibrium was reached in that further commu-
nication would not have led to opinion adjustments because all connected agents either held identical
opinions or held opinions that were too different to result in social influence. All simulations were im-
plemented in defSim [72] and the code is made available as supplementary material to this article.

In Fig. 4, the four panels below the two network graphs show typical opinion dynamics in networks
with high and low clustering and with strong or weak personalization. In each panel, we plot the share of
agents’ opinions. Initially, all four opinion distributions were uniform, but dynamics led in all four runs
to the formation of subgroups. Comparison of the panels on the left-hand side with those on the right-
hand side shows that opinion dynamics resulted in the formation of a higher number of subgroups when
network clustering was high. That is, highly clustered networks tend to fall apart into a larger number of
homogenous but mutually distinct subgroups. Agents belonging to a subgroup hold identical opinions
but the opinion differences to their network neighbors who do not belong to the same subgroup are too
high to allow for more influence. Note that the bounded-confidence model, unlike the models studied in
Section 3.1, fails to generate increasing opinion differences between subgroups if no assumptions other
than positive influence are added [57]. The model does, however, allow one to study the conditions of
opinion fragmentation as the emergence of multiple subgroups.

Network clustering promotes opinion fragmentation because network clusters hamper the growth of
subgroups. If, for instance, three agents are connected by two links and, thus, form a line network, then
social influence will lead to opinion convergence if their opinions do not differ too much. A third link
that closes the triad will in most cases not affect opinion dynamics in this small group. However, if the
triad is not closed but a third link is added that connects any of the three agents in the line network
to a fourth agent, they can deliberate with this new agent too and possibly make it join the subgroup.
Network clustering thus hampers the growth of subgroups because every tie to an already included agent
is a tie less to other agents who could join the group, ceteris paribus.

Figure 4 also suggests that personalization fosters the formation of opinion subgroups, according to
the bounded-confidence model. This effect obtains because personalization decreases the number of
neighbors that agents exert influence on. Those neighbors who do influence each other form homoge-
nous groups, pulling agents who could have acted as bridges between groups towards the group’s opinion
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Fig. 4. Effect of network clustering and personalization on opinion fragmentation in typical simulation runs with the bounded-
confidence model. Darker areas contain more agents.

average until they have grown too different from other groups to exert influence on them. When person-
alization is strong, agents exert influence on fewer neighbors. As a consequence, the network falls apart
into a larger number of subgroups.

Panel a of Fig. 5 shows that network clustering intensifies the effects of personalization on the emer-
gence of subgroups according to the bounded-confidence model. The figure is based on a simulation
experiment in which we experimentally varied network clustering and the strength of personaliza-
tion. We studied the same circle networks as shown in Fig. 4, including networks without rewiring
(clustering = .67), networks with moderate clustering (105 rewiring iterations, average clustering = .38,
sd = .02), and networks with strong clustering (210 rewiring iterations, average clustering = .22,
sd = .02). In addition, we studied three levels of personalization, simulating dynamics under ε = .1
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Fig. 5. The effect of network clustering and personalization on opinion fragmentation measured by the number of subgroups
and by the size of the biggest subgroup.

(strongest personalization), ε = .2, and ε = .3 (weakest personalization). For each of the nine exper-
imental treatments, we studied 100 independent simulations runs and always counted the number of
distinct opinion subgroups in equilibrium.

Panel a of Fig. 5 shows for all three personalization treatments that more distinct subgroups formed
when the network was characterized by higher clustering. Poisson regressions revealed that the effect
of the number or rewiring iterations on the number of subgroups observed in equilibrium was statisti-
cally significant in each personalization treatment (minimal z-value was -6.38). In addition, the effect
of network clustering was strongest in the treatment with strong personalization. In fact, in a Poisson
regression, there is a strong and significant interaction effect between the number of rewiring iterations
and personalization on the number of subgroups in equilibrium (b = −3.49, SE = 1.20, p = .004, full
model in Appendix A).

Panel b of Fig. 5 shows results from the same simulation experiment but reports the size of the biggest
subgroup in the network as the outcome variable, revealing another interesting difference between the
moderate and the weak-personalization treatment. While panel a of Fig. 5 depicts that the number of
subgroups formed was relatively similar, Panel b of Fig. 5 shows that under weak personalization there
tends to be one very big subgroup and a number of smaller subgroups. Under moderate personalization,
the average number of subgroups increases from 1.98 to 5.69, but the size of the biggest group tends
to be considerably smaller than under the low personalization treatment, showing that multiple bigger
groups of more similar size had formed.

The presented analysis of the effects of network clustering illustrates, in a nutshell, that the structure
of the communication network can affect the degree to which personalization technology affects the
outcomes of opinion-dynamics processes. Network clustering was taken here as an example and is just
one of many potentially important global aspects. Other potentially relevant global aspects that have been
shown to influence-model dynamics are demographic diversity [45,46,90], network segregation [40,53],
the number of bridges connecting otherwise disconnected network clusters [90], and the existence of
agents with many connections [22,128]. Considerable empirical and theoretical research is needed to
understand whether and under what conditions global aspects affect how personalization technology
affects opinion polarization. Without this research, however, it is not possible to evaluate whether or not
online communication systems are a setting where personalization could affect polarization or whether
global aspects prevent any desired or undesired effects.
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Researchers are only starting to understand the structure of online communication networks, which
makes it hard to evaluate the personalization-polarization-hypothesis. There are three main roadblocks.
First, gathering data about online social networks is very challenging [113] and the information needed
to quantitatively describe the structure and the evolution of communication networks is available only
for very few networks [37,101,125]. Second, too little is known about the overlap between different
networks. Critics of the personalization-polarization hypothesis do admit that online communication
network can be segregated into clusters, but they also point to the fact that users tend to be active in var-
ious online and offline networks [17]. This, it is argued, creates crosscutting ties, allowing information
and arguments to travel from one cluster to the other and decreasing opinion polarization. Whether this
network multiplexity contributes to the diffusion of the same information or arguments over the com-
posite graph is an empirical question that requires more research. For instance, users may use Twitter
to communicate about political issues and focus on Facebook on entertainment and leisure. As a con-
sequence, different clusters may be connected, but have only limited impact on opinion dynamics in
the network overall. Third, personalization can also affect the structure of the interaction network. For
instance, if personalization algorithms intensify the degree to which users are exposed to other users
holding similar views, then they can also increase the degree to which the social network is clustered
[54]. Assume, for illustration, that user A and user B are friends on Facebook and hold similar opin-
ions. If Facebook’s algorithms tend to propose creating links to users who hold similar views, then they
may propose to both A and B to create a link to the same user C. While both links would result from
the intention to create ties to likeminded users, an unintended consequence would be that A, B, and C
form a triangle and, thus, contribute to network clustering. The analyses presented in this section have
demonstrated that an increased degree of network clustering can further intensify processes of opinion
polarization.

4. Conclusion

There is public and scholarly debate about the hypothesis that the personalization technology of online
services contributes to the polarization of political opinions. On the one hand, experts, scholars, and
political decision makers warn that personalization creates echo chambers where users’ opinions are
reinforced as they are mainly exposed to content that does not challenge their views. On the other hand,
there are skeptical contributions arguing that the homophily generated by personalization may be too
mild to generate these undesired effects.

We have shown that proponents of both positions in this debate leap to conclusions. We summarized
insights from research on social-influence dynamics in networks to demonstrate that more empirical and
theoretical research needs to be conducted before one can arrive at reliable predictions about the effects
of personalization. Modeling work demonstrated that the opinion dynamics caused by personalization
can critically dependent on assumptions about aspects on the system’s individual, local, and global
level. That is, if false assumptions about these aspects are made or if these aspects are not taken into
account at all, then there is a good chance that one arrives at false conclusions about personalization
effects. To date, there is insufficient empirical and theoretical research into these aspects, which makes
it impossible to reliably conclude whether or not personalization breeds polarization. To be sure, we
do echo the warning that personalization may have detrimental effects on public opinion formation and
democratic decision making. These warnings need to be taken very seriously as democratic societies rely
on an open public debate and a population’s ability to find collective consensus. Although so far based
on informal reasoning and anecdotal evidence, it would be dangerous to simply neglect the warnings.
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The current state of the debate is worrisome for two reasons. First, the fact that there are theoretical
arguments for and against undesired effects of personalization allows stakeholders to cherry-pick argu-
ments that support their interests. In his 2017 community address, for instance, Mark Zuckerberg referred
to the rejection assumption (see Section 3.1), arguing that “ideas, like showing people an article from
the opposite perspective, actually deepen polarization by framing other perspectives as foreign” [145].
In fact, Zuckerberg might be correct but so far research has not demonstrated whether rejection models
or reinforcement better describe online opinion dynamics. Second, there are already various attempts to
break filter bubbles with the help of sophisticated technology and international events creating debate
between individuals holding opposite views (see Section 2). The problem is that designing a successful
intervention requires a proper understanding of the opinion dynamics on personalized communication
networks. If, for instance, opinion dynamics are better described by rejection models than reinforcement
models, then interventions trying to expose users more to content challenging their views might increase
rather than decrease opinion polarization [4,76]. Interventions that are based on a false theory about how
users exert influence on each other’s opinions can have unintended consequences.

We advocate an approach that combines formal theoretical modeling with empirical research, be-
cause conclusions drawn from research applying just one of the two methods are likely problematic.
On the one hand, a purely empirical approach to testing the personalization-polarization hypothesis
can lead to false conclusions. Assume, for instance, that an empirical study quantified the degree of
personalization-induced homophily in various settings and found no correlation with opinion polariza-
tion in these settings. This finding certainly challenges the personalization-polarization hypothesis. In
complex systems, however, effects can take long to unfold and can then be very abrupt and strong. In
Panel a of Fig. 1, for instance, polarization remained low for a long time, until it grew rapidly [87].
In addition, personalization algorithms are still being developed and refined. The observation that they
have not contributed to opinion polarization so far, does not imply that further advances in personal-
ization will also remain without negative effects [75]. This suggests that the empirical observation that
personalization so far appears to be relatively mild and its effects on opinions modest [6,17], should not
lead one to conclude that personalization will remain an innocent technology in the future. On the other
hand, also a purely theoretical approach will fail to generate reliable predictions about personalization
effects, even when analytical and computational tools are used to derive predictions. Our review of the
opinion-dynamics literature provided several examples of modeling decisions that can have big impact
on model predictions. As a consequence, models relying on assumptions that have not been backed up
by rigorous empirical research in the context of online social networks may fail to make true predictions
and, in addition, cannot be considered reliable tools for anticipating future opinion dynamics.

From the perspective of complexity research, the most promising approach to deriving predictions
about the future effects of personalization on opinion polarization is to develop empirically calibrated
models, an endeavor that requires empirical and theoretical research from various disciplines [47]. Theo-
retical research is needed to identify those assumptions that have a critical impact on model predictions,
as these assumptions need to be put to the test by empirical research. Our summary of relevant complex-
ity research has covered several aspects that require empirical investigation, but this list is not conclusive.
To identify the most important mechanisms, modelers should invest more into comparing the predictions
of alternative models [44,70,87–89]. Unfortunately, a recent review of the literature concluded that many
contributors fail to highlight the similarities and differences between the model underlying their work
and existing models [47], hampering the field’s ability to accumulate knowledge and move forward. To
improve, modelers should invest more into identifying these critical model assumptions, understanding
why their model generates outcomes that other models do not. Furthermore, theoretical work should
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not only derive predictions about when a given model generates certain outcomes, but should find con-
ditions under which different models provide different predictions. These insights will point empirical
researchers to the empirical settings where competing models can be tested against each other, which in
turn will help modelers develop validated models.

The emerging fields of data science and computational social science provide novel measurement
tools, sources of data, and methods of analysis to study opinion dynamics in online environments [29,
52,74] and to calibrate formal models. Informing research on the individual level, many online services
offer application programming interfaces (APIs) that provide researchers with information about the
content that users share online. In tandem with novel methods of sentiment analysis and topic modeling,
this may allow testing theoretical model’s assumptions about who is communicating what content to
whom on the web [28,78]. In addition, controlled online experiments shed light on how users adjust
their opinions as a result of online communication [5,27,55,120]. On the local level, models need to
be enriched with empirical information on how often users are exposed to online content on different
online platforms and when they decide to contribute to online debates. Finally, there have been advances
in gathering, storing, and analyzing detailed information about global-level factors [37,101,125]. In
particular, there is considerable research on the structure of online communication networks, which
makes it possible to directly implement or regrow realistic communication networks in models of opinion
dynamics [59,97,103]. When this empirical information is fed into a formal model of opinion dynamics,
it will be possible to predict the collective dynamics arising from social influence and to study whether
and to which degree personalization technology affects model dynamics.

In addition, the complexity perspective can inform the design of interventions combatting undesired
effects of online media on public discourse and democratic decision making. First, the complexity per-
spective contests approaches that point to the individual level and advocate that educating individual
users and enhancing their so-called digital literacy will prevent undesired effects of online media. Finkel
et al., for instance, argued that one should be “encouraging them [social media users] to deliberate about
the accuracy of claims on social media, which causes them to evaluate the substance of arguments and
reduces their likelihood of sharing false or hyperpartisan content” [42]. They also proposed that users
should contribute to the identification of false or hyperpartisan content and, thus, augment professional
factchecking. To be sure, we do not doubt that it is useful to educate users about dynamics unfolding on
online media and about how their own behavior can contribute to problematic outcomes. However, it is
hard to imagine how individuals can be put in the position to reliably evaluate the truth value of online
content that may have reached them via a long and usually invisible paths through the network [81].
What is more, fact-check labels on some but not all content in social media can backfire. According to
the so-called implied-truth effect, unchecked content appears more truthful in the presence of labels on
checked content [110]. Furthermore, common indicators of trustworthiness such as the number of times
a piece of content has been shared or liked can be manipulated and can affected by social dynamics that
have the potential to make them unreliable [10,115]. From the perspective of complexity research, it is
naïve to assume that individuals are able to gain the literary needed to evaluate the effects of a complex
system on them and vice versa.

Pointing to the individual level has also been used to immunize online social networks against criti-
cism. When asked why he refused to “at least admit that Facebook played a central role or a leading role
in facilitating the recruitment, planning, and execution of the attack on the Capitol”, Zuckerberg pointed
to “the people who spread that content, including the President but others as well, with repeated rhetoric
over time saying that the election was rigged and encouraging people to organize. I think that those
people bear the primary responsibility as well.” [60] From a complexity perspective, this reasoning is
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problematic. On the one hand, complexity research allows one to demonstrate how individual behavior
aggregates to collective outcomes and sometimes even the behavior of a single individual can have con-
siderable impact on the dynamics of the overall system. On the other hand, we have shown that aspects
on the local and the global level can have decisive impact too. In less abstract terms, local and global
characteristics of online social systems can be designed in such a way that the behavior of the same indi-
viduals does not generate undesired effects. Thus, the designers of this communication technology can
influence what dynamics emerge on their platforms. From this perspective, adjusting the design of online
communication systems is an important contribution to combatting excessive opinion polarization.

So, how can complexity research contribute to a better design of online communication systems? The
wide application of formal models in other fields where the complexity approach is used shows that
empirically validated models of social influence dynamics are a potential game changer in the public
and political debate about the effects of communication technology on opinion dynamics. To inform the
climate-change debate, for instance, climate models are used to quantify the impact of specific economic
sectors on climate change [142]. To this end, modelers compare temperature rise predicted by models
considering the emissions of a given sector (e.g. air travel) with predictions of the same model assuming
no emissions from this specific sector. Similarly, one could compare the levels of opinion polarization in
online social networks predicted by social-influence models assuming strong and weak personalization.
Such an analysis would provide a rigorous measure of the contribution of a specific web technology
on the degree of polarization in a society. Obviously, companies will question the assumptions of the
models when findings attribute undesired dynamics to their services. However, this would elevate the
public and political debate from a discussion about untested theories and anecdotal empirical evidence
to a scientific debate about the processes causing polarization. What is more, companies would be given a
strong incentive to conduct the empirical research needed to test model assumptions and further improve
models.

Validated social-influence models will also make it possible to conduct computational crash tests for
online communication systems. In medicine, for instance, simulation software is used to predict which
route a given substance will take in the human body after administration, which organ will break it
down, and where it will affect the organism. Such virtual tests are conducted in early stages of drug
development - before exposing humans or animals to an unexplored product. This approach is also used
in varioius industries to optimize production and supply chains. NASA, for instance, is using so-called
“digital twins” of spacecrafts to monitor and anticipate the behavior of their vehicles when exposed to
the harsh environment of space [132]. Likewise, tech companies could use social-influence models to
conduct virtual crash tests before they install new algorithms on their platforms, predicting whether and
under what conditions they have undesired effects. In some industries, companies are legally required
to conduct such tests. Like car manufacturers who are required to put their cars through a battery of
tests before putting them on the road, tech companies could be forced to demonstrate with virtual crash
tests that new algorithms have no undesired effects before implementing them in a system as complex
as a communication network. Since digital communication technology has the potential to interfere with
democratic processes on a global scale, implementing it without rigorous pre-testing is reckless.

Supplementary materials

Code for all models and analyses was implemented in Python using defSim, a software package de-
signed for discrete-event social influence models [72]. All code is available at: doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
5948824.

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5948824
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5948824
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